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Prime Minister Viktor Orbán took a 3-week-long holiday from work in 
August. The fact that the always-on-duty chief of Hungary’s government 
spent almost 20 days out of office this month, itself suggest that virtually 
nothing important happened. Needless to say, we will have to disappoint 
you on that one.

The country saw a rare diplomatic sword-rattling as departing Ambassador 
of the Netherlands to Hungary, Gajus Scheltema compared the Hungarian 
government’s communication strategy to that of Islamic terrorists, in an 
interview to opposition weekly magazine 168 Óra. The Ambassador’s 
words triggered a bold reaction from Hungary’s Ministry of Foreign Affairs 
and Trade, resulting in a still unresolved diplomatic clash between the 
two countries. An article by Századvég’s Senior Research Fellow Ádám 
Stefkovics analyses the perception of the incident by the Hungarian public.

We experienced a significant change of attitude by the decision-makers of 
Italy with regards to the country’s out-of-control situation with irregular 
migration. Tougher policies by the Italian government brought immediate 
results, yet the future implications are unclear. Researcher Szabolcs Janik 
of Migration Research Institute does his best to cut through the jungle 
of contradictory arguments in his analysis of the Italian developments 
in a broader European context. 

Introducing a new genre, we attempt to guide you through the autumn 
domestic political season in a piece full of practical information by Gergely 
Erdős, an Adjunct Fellow for Political Analysis at Századvég.   

Offering a break from ever-competitive Hungarian politics, István Kiss, 
Századvég’s Senior Research Fellow provides you with our take on the latest, 
rather intense developments in the Brexit process. Meanwhile, we keep 
our eyes fixed on a number of important elections in the Central European 
region, especially on Germany – the biggest and closest of them all. With 
the final results in hand and the coalition talks in the making by then, our 
September issue should give you our take on how they may affect the 
future of the region and the EU as a whole.

Dávid J. Szabó
Director for Foreign Affairs
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DOMESTIC POLITICS

A SZÁZADVÉG GUIDE  
TO AUTUMN POLITICS

GERGELY ERDŐS 
ADJUNCT FELLOW FOR 
POLITICAL ANALYSIS

In Hungarian domestic politics, autumn 2017 will see the beginning of 
preparations for the approaching parliamentary elections. Below, we 
have outlined some information and events which are worth looking out 
for in order to help further understanding of the political developments 
involved in the upcoming period in Hungarian politics.

FOUR QUESTIONS

1. Will Fidesz be capable of maintaining its commanding support?

There has been no significant change in party support during the summer: 
the governing Fidesz-KDNP coalition continues to maintain a confident 
lead in the polls on party preferences, as it has done for more than 11 
years without a break. On average, the governing parties can count on 
double the support of both the right-wing and the left-wing opposition, 
both in terms of the population as a whole (Fidesz around or above 30%) 
and with decided voters (Fidesz around 50%). The support for Fidesz-
KDNP has remained stable and strong, overcoming the “U-curve” typical 
at this stage of the election cycle, with currently no sign of the opposition 
parties being able to dent the support of the ruling party.

2. Will László Botka be gone before the elections?

With the atmosphere around the current Socialist candidate for Prime 
Minister becoming increasingly frosty, it is far from impossible that he 
will be replaced in the near future and a new candidacy created, with 
or without the other left-wing, liberal parties. It is indicative of Botka’s 
weakness and lack of internal support that after he had proposed the 
mayor of the 13th district József Tóth to be leader of the Budapest 
campaign, Ágnes Kunhlami, who is considered Botka’s internal rival, 
was chosen instead by the party’s Budapest organization. This was not 
only a significant loss of prestige for Botka, but also put a question mark 
over one of the cornerstones of his policies, given that the Budapest 
MSZP – with Ágnes Kunhalmi its forefront – stands resolutely in favor 
of a left-wing election alliance.

http://www.szazadveg.hu
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3. Will a left-wing alliance be formed already in the autumn?

The last few months have brought no significant developments in this 
area: the idea of having primaries has long ceased to be a topic of 
discussion, the “new-pole” plan of the Együtt (Together) party’s leader, 
Péter Juhász, who is urging for an alliance of the small parties, remains 
a pie-in-the-sky idea, while László Botka has no interest in a coalition 
with former PM Gyurcsány. We can, however, expect some significant 
movement on the frontlines in the next few months, and not just with 
regards to the aforementioned potential disposal of Botka. The goal for 
the left-wing liberal parties is political survival, meaning that it is in their 
primary interest that, if there is only a slight chance of winning mandate 
in an individual electoral district, they should not go up against each 
other, as this would simply be laying the foundations for the victory of 
the governing party. In 2014 the concept of the left-wing coalition was 
only finalized in January, three months before election day, yet given its 
lack of success, the question of whether there will be an earlier coalition 
this time to provide a left-wing and liberal platform is an important one.

4. Will there be a further split in Jobbik? Will a new, significant radical 
right-wing force formed following the identity crisis in the party led by 
the duo of Gábor Vona and Lajos Simicska?

FOUR EVENTS

1. 2 September: The Civic Picnic in Kötcse

Prime Minister Viktor Orbán’s traditional speech at Kötcse, though 
not made public, is usually communicated through press releases and 
typically contains important information regarding the prime Minister’s 
political intentions.

2. 18 September: The start of the autumn 2017 Parliamentary session

We can count on stormier debate than usual and the speeding up of the 
campaign in the House as the elections draw near.

http://www.szazadveg.hu
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3. 23 October: The anniversary of the 1956 revolution and fight for 
freedom

This national celebration traditionally sees both the government and the 
opposition striving to draw parallels between past and present events. It 
is worth looking out for whether the left-wing liberal parties hold a shared 
event similar to that of 2013, given that in the previous election the path 
to the final version of the election alliance began here, after the followers 
of Ferenc Gyurcsány interrupted the speech of Attila Mesterházy, the 
Socialist candidate for Prime Minister, by chanting the word “unite!”.

4. Opposition party conventions and candidate elections

Any eventual coalition and other related decisions will emerge here, if 
indeed there is going to be any coalition at all. 

FINALLY, THERE ARE FOUR DIFFERENT SETS  
OF POLLING DATA WHICH ARE WORTH  
LOOKING OUT FOR

1. Party preferences

Századvég regularly publishes polling data regarding the entire voting 
population and the decided voters’ group. As election time draws closer, 
greater attention should be paid to the latter.

2. Perception of Prime Minister suitability 

In the strongly personalized arena of Hungarian domestic politics, it 
is advisable to pay close attention to opinions on the popularity and 
suitability of the candidates for Prime Minister. Viktor Orbán has been 
way ahead of the field for quite some time. 

3. Attitudes regarding migration and border fences

One of the most important decisions of this period of government was the 
2015 decision to build a fence to help curb illegal migration, something 

DOMESTIC POLITICS
A SZÁZADVÉG GUIDE  
TO AUTUMN POLITICS
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which has since won the support of the overwhelming majority of the 
population. As long as voters support the fence, any messaging to the 
contrary could equal to political suicide.

4. With the EU, against Brussels

Századvég’s Project 28, which carried out research on public opinion for 
the whole of the European Union, confirmed that the overwhelming 
majority of Hungarian citizens support Hungary being a member of the 
EU. At the same time, Hungarians would not give Brussels any more 
power, and also support the strengthening of the power of nation states. 
The debating partners cannot ignore this fact during the debate on the 
future of the EU, which is expected to intensify in the autumn.

DOMESTIC POLITICS
A SZÁZADVÉG GUIDE  
TO AUTUMN POLITICS
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HUNGARIAN-DUTCH  
DIPLOMATIC SCANDAL
Hungarian people condemn the words  
of the departing Dutch Ambassador

ÁDÁM STEFKOVICS
SENIOR RESEARCH FELLOW

In an interview with the Hungarian weekly magazine 168 Óra, the 
departing Dutch Ambassador Gajus Scheltema provided some strong 
criticism of the Hungarian government. One of his assertions was that 
extreme islamists “create enemies in the same way as the Hungarian 
government”.

The statement caused a storm, with many people outraged by Scheltema’s 
strong words. As a response, Minister of Foreign Affairs and Trade Péter 
Szijjártó recalled the Hungarian Ambassador in the Netherlands for 
consultation, one of the most serious reactions possible in diplomacy. 
This was followed by a short but rather tense few hours before a phone 
call from Dutch Minister of Foreign Affairs Bert Koenders to Péter Szijjártó 
partly resolved the matter, with the Dutch government distancing itself 
from the words of its diplomat. Századvég has carried out a fresh poll 
on this topic in order to find out what the Hungarian population think 
about the words of the departing Ambassador, diplomats in Hungary and 
Hungarian foreign affairs in general and the response of the Hungarian 
Minister of Foreign Affairs and Trade.
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More than three quarters of 
the respondants, and over half 
of the left-wing voters, didn’t 
agree with the departing Dutch 
Ambassador comparing the 
practices of terror organizations 
and the Hungarian government.
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Hungarian people condemn the words  
of the departing Dutch Ambassador

The results of the research indicate that many people have heard about 
the breakout of the diplomatic scandal between the Netherlands and 
Hungary (four out of five people). It also emerged that more than three 
quarters (76%) didn’t agree with the departing Dutch Ambassador 
comparing the practices of terror organizations and the Hungarian 
government. 11% of respondents agreed with the diplomat’s position, 
while 12% did not provide an opinion on the issue. It is also worthy of 
note that more than half (51%) of Hungarian left-wing voters rejected the 
departing Ambassador’s opinion. Of right-wing voters, 89% rejected it, 
while for centrist voters the figure stood at 75%. There was even greater 
consensus with the issue of whether foreign diplomats should interfere 
with a country’s internal affairs; 85% of respondents declared that it was 
unacceptable for foreign diplomats to speak out on Hungarian internal 
affairs. In this poll we also looked at the extent to which respondents 
agreed with the decisive response of the Hungarian Minister of Foreign 
Affairs and Trade. Nearly two thirds of people with an opinion (65%) stood 
beside the actions of Péter Szijjártó, meaning that they agreed with the 
recall of the Hungarian Ambassador in the Netherlands for consultation 
due to the diplomat’s statement.
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There was even greater 
consensus with the issue of 
whether foreign diplomats 
should interfere with a 
country’s internal affairs; 85% 
of respondents declared that 
it was unacceptable for foreign 
diplomats to speak out on 
Hungarian internal affairs.
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DO YOU AGREE OR DISAGREE WITH PÉTER SZIJJÁRTÓ’S DECISION  
TO RECALL THE HUNGARIAN AMBASSADOR FOR THE NETHERLANDS  
FOR CONSULTATION BECAUSE OF THE DIPLOMAT’S STATEMENT? 
(RESPONDENTS WITH OPINION, N=860, %)

3

Source: Századvég Foundation
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HUNGARIAN-DUTCH  
DIPLOMATIC SCANDAL
Hungarian people condemn the words  
of the departing Dutch Ambassador
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Do you agree or disagree with Péter Szijjártó's decision to recall the Hungarian 
ambassador for the Netherlands for consultation because of the diplomat's 
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METHODOLOGY

This Századvég telephone opinion poll was conducted between 28 
and 30 August 2017. 1,000 randomly selected adult respondents were 
interviewed using the CATI method. The results taken from this sample 
of the population can be expected to deviate from at most +/- 3% from 
the opinion of the adult population as a whole.

http://www.szazadveg.hu
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ISTVÁN KISS 
SENIOR RESEARCH FELLOW

FOREIGN POLICY

STALLED BREXIT TALKS?
The most important question of  
the negotiation process might  
actually be legal sovereignty

In the past couple of weeks the British government has published several 
policy papers which could shed some light on the position of the country 
on the issues of future trade relations with the EU, the rights of EU citizens 
living in the UK and the UK-Irish border. The first two issues are of great 
importance for Hungary due to the United Kingdom being one of our 
most important economic partners, and the presence of a significant 
Hungarian diaspora living in Great Britain.

If we look at the UK’s proposal on future trade relations, we can see that 
the British government still clearly believes that Brexit means leaving both 
the EU single market and its customs union. However, the UK has also 
realized that doing this abruptly without some interim arrangement in 
place could seriously hurt its economy since the EU is its most important 
economic partner. They will therefore seek a temporary customs union 
for a period of about two years, during which they hope the two partners 
can agree on a “deep and comprehensive free trade agreement.”

This offer alone would not be unreasonable, but the UK also insists on 
negotiating new trade deals with third countries while still part of the 
EU customs union. In a customs agreement, involved countries usually 
establish common external tariffs and set up a common external trade 
policy, which makes the UK’s proposal highly unfeasible. The proposal 
would also be impossible under current EU rules, so how this interim 
agreement might work in reality is still a very open question.

At the end of June, Theresa May proposed a solution to protect the rights 
of EU citizens living in the country. According to the proposal, immigrants 
would be divided into three categories. First, those who have resided 
legally and continuously in the UK for five years would be eligible to 
receive a so-called settled status, if they register and apply for it. These 
people would effectively receive indefinite permission to remain in the 
UK, and would be entitled to use public services and receive benefits, 
including pensions and healthcare, on the same basis as British citizens. 
Second, those who have not yet reached the five year threshold would 
be entitled to apply for continued residence on a temporary basis and 
to stay in the country until they reach the threshold for acquiring settled 
status. Third, those who arrive after a yet unspecified cut-off date would 

The issues of future trade 
relations with the EU and the 
rights of EU citizens living in 
the UK are of great importance 
for Hungary due to the United 
Kingdom being one of our most 
important economic partners, 
and the presence of a significant 
Hungarian diaspora living in 
Great Britain.

http://www.szazadveg.hu
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The most important question of  
the negotiation process might  
actually be legal sovereignty

be given a “grace period” of two years to obtain a work permit and seek 
permanent residence, or return to their home country. This cut-off date 
could be set for any time between 29 March 2017, when article 50 was 
triggered, and March 2019, when the formal process of leaving the EU 
will end. EU nationals who arrived in the UK after the triggering of article 
50 might have to leave the country.

The British proposal, however, entails the loss of some rights already 
enjoyed by EU nationals, such as the legal protection of the European 
Court of Justice (ECJ) and the unconditional right to bring family members 
into the UK from third countries. Under EU law, only family members 
who arrived before Brexit day will be allowed to enter and remain. The 
fact that settled status would be revoked after two years of absence from 
the UK could also be rather unsettling for EU citizens.

The leaders of EU institutions were rather sceptical, if not hostile, to 
the UK’s proposals. The trade proposal was called a “fantasy” by Guy 
Verhofstadt, the European Parliament’s chief Brexit co-ordinator, while 
Michel Barnier, the EU’s chief negotiator, stated that there will be no 
discussions on the customs union until there is a settlement on the 
rights of EU citizens and on the UK’s contribution to the EU budget. The 
proposal on the future of EU citizens was even more harshly criticized. 
European Council President Donald Tusk said it was below expectations, 
while European Commission president Jean-Claude Juncker called it 
“inconceivable”, and Verhofstadt characterized it as “worrisome”.

The leaders of EU member states, however, were not quite as hostile in 
their reactions. This is especially true concerning the proposal on the 
rights of EU citizens. German Chancellor Angela Merkel said that the 
proposal was a good start, while Austrian Chancellor Christian Kern called 
it a good first step. Even Konrad Szymański, the Minister of European 
Affairs for Poland - the country with perhaps the most to lose in a bad 
deal on citizens’ rights - said that the proposal was a step in the right 
direction.

It seems there is some level 
of disagreement between the 
leaders of EU institutions and 
of the member states on how 
to deal with Britain: the former 
were rather sceptical, if not 
hostile, to the UK’s proposals, 
while the latter were not quite 
as hostile in their reactions.

http://www.szazadveg.hu
http://news.sky.com/story/fantasy-red-tape-nightmare-or-ambitious-move-mixed-reaction-to-customs-plan-10989615
http://www.bbc.com/news/uk-politics-40379663
https://uk.reuters.com/article/uk-britain-eu/good-start-not-enough-eu-leaders-mull-mays-brexit-offer-idUKKBN19C2ZB
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So it seems there is some level of disagreement between the leaders of 
EU institutions and of the member states on how to deal with Britain. This 
comes as no surprise, given that the UK is one of the most important trade 
partners for the majority of EU countries. Additionally, most EU countries 
have a trade surplus with the UK, and have quite good incentives to keep 
trade as free as possible in the future.

There is another reason, perhaps not so obvious at first, that might 
explain the differences of opinion between the EU institutions and the 
member states: the future role of the above briefly mentioned ECJ. The 
UK has a strong tradition of parliamentary sovereignty, and is thus rather 
sceptical of a foreign judicial body having jurisdiction over the decisions 
made by its parliament. Under current EU rules, however, for a company 
to operate in the European single market it must comply with all EU 
regulations and with all ECJ rulings about any of those regulations. The 
EU is also insisting that its citizens in the UK continue to enjoy the legal 
protections of the ECJ, even after Brexit. UK leaders, on the other hand, 
have made it quite clear that the ECJ will have no jurisdiction in the 
country after Brexit. Here we can observe quite a unique situation where 
the UK advocates political sovereignty through the British parliament, 
and the EU promotes legal sovereignty through the ECJ. For the EU, first 
and foremost a legal entity without real territorial sovereignty, legal 
sovereignty is much more important than for the member states, which 
possess territorial, political sovereignty. Member states can therefore be 
more flexible on the issue of the ECJ, which could lead to a breakthrough 
in the Brexit negotiations in the near future.

FOREIGN POLICY
STALLED BREXIT TALKS?
The most important question of  
the negotiation process might  
actually be legal sovereignty

The UK has a strong tradition of 
parliamentary sovereignty, and is 
thus rather sceptical of a foreign 
judicial body having jurisdiction 
over the decisions made by its 
parliament. Under current EU 
rules, however, for a company to 
operate in the European single 
market it must comply with 
all EU regulations and with all 
ECJ rulings about any of those 
regulations. 
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FOREIGN POLICY

MIGRATION DEVELOPMENTS IN ITALY
Solutions on the horizon?

SZABOLCS JANIK 
RESEARCHER

HOW ITALY BECAME INVOLVED

The crisis situation that emerged in Europe in 2015 as a result of the 
irregular migration wave through the Eastern Mediterranean and the 
Balkan route has not been solved. However, the situation has changed 
and improved a lot since then, thanks to two factors in particular. 
First, the European Union forged an agreement with Turkey in March 
2016, after which Turkey closed its border with Greece in exchange 
for a sum of EUR 3 billion. Second, some Balkan countries (Bulgaria 
and Macedonia in particular) managed to close their land borders 
ahead of the migrants, thus setting up a powerful border control 
system along the Balkan route. (The Hungarian border fence at the 
country’s southern borders with Serbia and Croatia can be considered 
a part of this). These developments provided the possibility to manage 
the intensity and dynamics of irregular migration. The results are 
convincing, as the number of arrivals from Turkey to Greece decreased 
significantly. However, while the migratory pressure on the EU eased, 
it did not disappear completely: migrants and asylum-seekers – as 
well as human traffickers – re-discovered the Central Mediterranean 
route, which passes from Libya to Italy across the Mediterranean Sea.

NUMBER OF ARRIVALS ALONG THE MAIN MIGRATORY ROUTES 1
Source: Frontex
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As a result, Italy has faced great pressure since spring of 2016. It is 
important to mention that this route is not new, but has been used 
traditionally by those who wish to get to Europe from North Africa. 
Since 2014, more than 600,000 people arrived from Libya to Italy. 
According to Frontex data, most of those who departed Libya in 2017 
came originally from Nigeria, Bangladesh and Guinea, predominantly 
for economic reasons (this fact is acknowledged also by a recent  
UN report). The situation in Italy became severe: the Italian coast 
guard – along with Frontex and various volunteer NGOs – were forced 
to conduct search and rescue operations (SAR) in the Mediterranean 
Sea and to take the rescued people to Italian ports. The country’s 
detention centres became full due to this process, and irregular 
migration caused major dissatisfaction among Italian citizens. It is not 
surprising that migration became the number one topic on the Italian 
political agenda, and even the left-wing government expressed its 
concerns in connection with these developments. In the meantime, 
the European Union failed to develop effective measures which would 
address these challenges.

FOREIGN POLICY
MIGRATION DEVELOPMENTS IN ITALY
Solutions on the horizon?

ESTIMATED NUMBER OF DAILY SEA ARRIVALS TO ITALY IN 2017 2
Source: UNHCR
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While the migratory pressure 
on the EU eased, it did 
not disappear completely: 
migrants and asylum-seekers 
– as well as human traffickers 
– re-discovered the Central 
Mediterranean route, which 
passes from Libya to Italy across 
the Mediterranean Sea.
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VICIOUS CIRCLE

The situation has worsened due to a phenomenon which could 
be described as a latent, indirect (and supposedly, in most cases, 
unintended) cooperation between NGOs engaged in rescue activities 
and human trafficking groups. In spring 2017, a prosecutor in Sicily 
accused the concerned NGOs of colluding with human traffickers. This 
opinion has since become more widespread in Italy. The activity of 
the non-governmental organizations – either directly or indirectly – 
supports the operation of human traffickers, because the latter – and 
the migrants themselves – rely on the arrival of NGO vessels. These 
organizations claim that Libya is not a safe place for the migrants, and 
they therefore take them directly to a port in Italy. In the meantime, 
more than 2,200 people have died on the perilous journey across the 
Mediterranean Sea in 2017. This process has highlighted a structural 
driving force of the present crisis, which needed effective and 
immediate response from the side of Italy (and, of course, the EU).

ITALY HAS LOST ITS PATIENCE AND HAS TAKEN 
SEVERAL MEASURES

It was the task of the Italian government to interrupt this process. 
In the long run, the most sustainable solution will be the effective 
prevention of migrants’ departure from the Libyan coast. Of course, 
this requires cooperation with the Libyan Government of National 
Accord. To that end, several steps have been taken in recent months 
like the provision of professional knowledge, equipment and financial 
support to the Libyan coast guard. However, this cooperation is limited 
since the Tripoli-based administration lacks full control over the 
country’s territory, but it is fully open to such cooperation. In its own 
competence, the Italian government prepared and adopted a Code of 
Conduct for NGOs, which prescribes several requirements for these 
organizations. It requires, for example, the NGOs to allow police officers 
to board their vessels, and bans the transfer of rescued migrants to 
other vessels (which was a common practice of the NGOs). In response 
to the Code, some major organizations – such as the French Doctors 
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Without Borders (MSF) – refused to sign it, claiming it would hinder 
their activity and cost thousands of lives. The Italian government has 
promised those NGOs would face investigations, and also foresaw 
further steps. As a result of the Code, the Italian coast guard has 
denied the entry of NGO vessels into its ports, and has also seized 
the equipment of one such organization. In addition, the government 
approved a naval mission to Libya where two vessels were sent to help 
the local coast guard prevent the departure of migrant boats. The final 
major development was the decision by the Libyan government to 
create a search zone, and to extend it to more than 100 km from its 
coast. The NGOs were banned from entering this area. Finally, several 
non-governmental organizations decided to suspend their SAR activity 
in the Mediterranean Sea. It is hardly a coincidence that the number 
of arrivals to Italy in July 2017 was half what it was a year prior, while 
in August, only 3,015 people had arrived by the 27th. The mentioned 
measures appear to be effective in the short term.

LESSONS LEARNED AND OUTLOOK  
FOR THE FUTURE

Italy presents the latest example of what the EU and its Member States 
may face in the future if no effective measures are taken to address 
irregular migration. Part of the major driving forces behind the process 
lies beyond the borders of Europe, but the EU must do its utmost to 
reduce the influx. In order to achieve this, structural factors must be 
addressed, such as the activity of human trafficking networks and the 
operation of NGOs indirectly helping such criminal groups. Though 
the intensity of irregular migration has moderated in the last two 
months, the sustainability of this improvement will depend on various 
factors. One thing is certain: the attractiveness of Europe will remain 
among those from outside the continent seeking a better life. It is the 
responsibility of Europe to protect its citizens, and to bring all means 
of help and support to where they are needed the most.
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NEWS

AUGUST HIGHLIGHTS AT SZÁZADVÉG

The Chairman of Századvég Foundation Zsolt Barthel-Rúzsa, fulfilling 
an invitation by the Ministry of Foreign Affairs and Trade of Hungary, 
gave a presentation at the biannual meeting of the heads of mission 
representing Hungary abroad. The Chairman briefed the Hungarian 
diplomats on current economic and political trends and developments 
in Europa and North America.

Századvég is now an institutional patron of the CYBERSEC 2017 conference 
organized by Poland’s Kosciuszko Institute. We are proud to support our 
Polish partners for the second consecutive year in their mission to raise 
awareness and foster the development of a Europe-wide cybersecurity 
system.

Despite the usual political slow-down in August, international interest in 
Századvég’s Project 28 did not wane, with news sites on both sides of the 
Atlantic and the Western political spectrum reporting on our research 
results. The influential Brussels-based Politico recommended Századvég’s 
EU-wide opinion poll in its prestigious Playbook, while the London edition 
of Breitbart, the leading US right-wing anti-establishment news site, 
dedicated a lengthy article to our findings, and asked Századvég’s Director 
for Foreign Affairs Dávid J. Szabó to explain what they meant.

In cooperation with the Hungarian National Bank, we organized the 
monthly briefing for the diplomatic corps in Hungary on 23rd August. 
First, Senior Research Fellow László Vértesy presented the latest results 
of our business cycle research. Then Senior Research Fellow Balázs Dobos 
analysed the trust and payment behaviour in the business relationships 
of domestic SMEs and micro enterprises. Finally, Senior Analyst Gergely 
Berzi gave an interpretation of recent dynamics in US-Central European 
relations.
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